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QUESTION: 86 
Where are the virtual disks which are created for hosted Linux and Windows servers located 
on the IBM i system? 

A. Library QUSRSYS 
B. Library QFPNWSSTG 
C. Integrated File System 
D. DST-allocated storage region 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 87 
A customer with a Power Systems server running IBM i located in their main site needs to 
implement a high-availability solution at an off-site location. What IBM offering can assist 
with this at the lowest cost? 

A. Purchase a new system with CBU feature and a replication solution. 
B. Purchase a used system and transfer licenses on-demand from their current production 
system. 
C. Purchase a new system, install approved replication software, install CBU Enablement 
for IBM i 
D. Purchase a new system, transfer the workload to the new system, and designate the 
original system as a CBU system. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 88 

Which of the following allows remote access to an IBM i console running on an HMC?
 

A. Telnet (Port 23) to the IP address of the HMC 
B. HTTPS (Port 443) to the IP address of the FSP 
C. HTTPS (Port 2301) to the IP address of the FSP  
D. Telnet (Port 2300) to the IP address of the HMC 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 89 
An HMC-managed Power 750 system is being planned with two IBM i partitions: 
Production and Test.The Test partition disk will be in the CEC disk bays. A 12x attached 
expansion unit will be used for Production system disk.A SAS attached LTO tape drive is 
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being planned for backup. The customer requires that the tape library must be switchable 
among partitions independently of other system activity.Which of the following meets this 
requirement? 

A. Order an internal tape drive. Configure the Test partition to virtualize the tape drive for 
the production partition. 
B. Order an internal tape drive. Configure the drive as switchable by the HMC. Use the 
HMC to switch the tape between partitions. 
C. Order an external LTO SAS attached tape drive and a FC #5903 (PCIe 380MB Cache 
Dual - x4 3 Gb SAS RAID Adapter). Use the HMC to switch the adapter between 
partitions. 
D. Order PowerVM Standard Edition with the system. Virtualize the tape using VIO Server. 
Use VIO Server to present the virtual tape to the IBM i partitions and to perform device 
switching. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90 
A customer running IBM i 5.4.5 on a POWER4 system is implementing a new POWER7 
system at IBM i 7.1. The customer has applications that use the Java Developer Kit 6.0 
JVM (Classic).What must be included in the conversion plan for the Java applications? 

A. An application upgrade to the 5770-JV1 option 12, Java SE 6, 64-Bit environment. 
B. Change the Java Environment variables after the upgrade to point to the old JDK. 
C. A copy of Apache2 and 5733-SC1 IBM Portable Utilities for i, option 3, JSE 6.0 JVM 
Open. 
D. WebSphere Application Server (WAS) version 6.1 Standard Edition in the software load 
plan. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 91 
For hardware-based tape encryption, which IBM product is required to manage and 
distribute encryption keys to the tape device(s)? 

A. BRMS Network Feature 
B. Hardware Management Console 
C. Tivoli Key Lifecycle Manager 
D. Tivoli Storage Manager for IBM i 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 92 
A customer is upgrading a Power 570 to a Power 780 and wants to migrate as much 
hardware as possible to the new system. Which of these features of the POWER6 system 
will need to be replaced in the new Power 780 configuration? 

A. 16GB DDR2 DIMMs 
B. PCIe 12X I/O drawers (FC #5877) 
C. 12X-attached PCIe I/O drawers (FC #5802) 
D. 146.8GB 15K RPM SAS Disk Drives (FC #3647) 

Answer: A 
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